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There has been an increasing use of Internet as an information source and also as a new channel for
business-to-business and business-to-consumer communication. This has lead to an increasing need for
understanding web traffic and especially a growing need for analyzing this traffic, which demands new
analysis tools. The objective for this study was to create an application framework for visualizing
XML-formatted data representing web traffic reports. Visualization in two dimensions is created by
using Batik, a Java ™ toolkit with the purpose of transforming a well formed XML document into a
SVG document and then transcode this into an image format supported by today’s web browsers.
Visualization in three dimensions is created by using the Java3D API. In order to create an aesthetically
well-balanced graph in three dimensions representing a model of the web traffic on a site, the framework
uses a
layout algorithm called Graphical Embedder (GEM). This is a force-directed algorithm which uses
physical analogy to model the graph. GEM emphasises the spring force approach combined with
simulated annealing and the detection of oscillations and rotations. The design of the framework is built
up using J2EE techniques. At the front-end this application framework uses JSP and Applet showing the
graph for a customer using this service. At the back-end the framework uses Servlets combined with a
Filter.
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Abstract 
 
There has been an increasing use of Internet as an information source and also as a new 
channel for business-to-business and business-to-consumer communication. This has lead to 
an increasing need for understanding web traffic and especially a growing need for analyzing 
this traffic, which demands new analysis tools. The objective for this study was to create an 
application framework for visualizing XML-formatted data representing web traffic reports. 
Visualization in two dimensions is created by using Batik, a Java ™ toolkit with the purpose 
of transforming a well formed XML document into a SVG document and then transcode this 
into an image format supported by today’s web browsers. Visualization in three dimensions is 
created by using the Java3D API. In order to create an aesthetically well-balanced graph in 
three dimensions representing a model of the web traffic on a site, the framework uses a 
layout algorithm called Graphical Embedder (GEM). This is a force-directed algorithm which 
uses physical analogy to model the graph. GEM emphasises the spring force approach 
combined with simulated annealing and the detection of oscillations and rotations. The design 
of the framework is built up using J2EE techniques. At the front-end this application 
framework uses JSP and Applet showing the graph for a customer using this service. At the 
back-end the framework uses Servlets combined with a Filter.  
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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Background 
 
Many techniques have driven the evolution of personalization forward. The major contributor 
is the development of the WWW. In the beginning of the first generation of WWW, when 
pages were mainly written text and some basic graphics because of delimited bandwidth, no 
tools where available for creating web pages thus they had to be written by hand using text 
editors. Statistical information of visitors and was not of interest at this early stage. The 
second generation of WWW led to the development of scripting languages such as JavaScript 
and VBScript. These are executed on the client-side and gave some advanced features to 
homepages giving them a more dynamic appearance. Web counters and cookies were 
introduced to give information of visitors. The third generation of WWW led to an even more 
dynamic behavior. Server-side solutions to create dynamic pages were introduced with 
techniques such as ASP and Java Servlets. Web logs became a commonly used tool giving 
even more information of visitors. With the possibility to create dynamic web pages using 
server-side solutions combined with the growing amount of data collected by the servers, the 
request to process this data and analyze how visitors behaved on a web site increased 
significantly. The business to customer markets mature and as they do, the demands for 
personalized services to fulfill customer needs are more frequently asked for.  
 
Most Web structures are large and complicated and users often miss the goal of their inquiry, 
or receive ambiguous results when they try to navigate through them. This occurs even though 
web users are assisted by numerous navigational and information gathering tools. General 
web search is performed predominantly through text queries to search engines. Because of the 
enormous size of the web, regular text queries are not enough to limit the number of results to 
a manageable size also contributing to the request for personalization1. While web users have 
tools to navigate the web, decision makers and web administrators are lacking visualization 
tools to help them discover and explain navigational patterns and behaviors of users.  
 
Personalization systems try to solve this by identifying customers or visitors online, 
understand and predict their buying patterns, identifying what they want or need without 
requiring them to ask for it explicitly. Worth pointing out is that there is major difference 
between layout customization and personalization. In customization the site can be adjusted to 
each user’s preferences regarding its structure and presentation. Every time a registered user 
logs in, their customized home page is loaded. This process is performed either manually or 
semi-automatically. In personalization systems modifications concerning the content or even 
the structure of a Web site are performed dynamically2. The personalization technique is most 
commonly adopted by combining data mining algorithms and filtering techniques. Data 
mining is used to progress log files of a Web server in order to find interesting patterns 
concerning the user’s navigational behavior, such as user and page clusters, and possible 
correlations between Web pages and user groups. Since more consumers become e-shoppers 
the amount of data to process using data mining continue to increase, causing scalability-

                                                 
1 Glen Jeh, Jennifer Widom, Scaling Personalized Web Search. 
2 Magdalina Eirinaki, Michailis Vazirgiannis, Web Mining for Web Personalization. 
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related problems which has to be handled in the development process of a personalization 
system3.   
 
The most commonly adopted filtering technique, collaborative filtering, also called group 
filtering, uses explicit user ratings of products or preferences to sort user profile information 
into peer groups. It then tells the user what products they might want to buy by combining 
their personal preferences with those of like-minded individuals. Content-based filtering, 
another filtering technique, is solely based on individual user’s preferences. This filtering 
tracks each user’s behavior and recommends items to them that are similar to the items the 
user liked in the past. A nonintrusive personalization technique is a new technique which 
attempts to increase the incorporation of web usage mining, minimizing user ratings and 
preferences selected by users. Finally a visualization tool to represent the discovered patterns 
and overlap them on a comprehensive web site structure depiction is capital for the evaluation 
and interpretation of web usage data mining results4. Empirical support has been provided that 
personalization can motivate users to consider items recommended by a personalization 
system, in particular if the system is being used at a business-to-customer site5.  
 
With the goal of visualizing the results of web usage mining by visualizing the web structure, 
combined with a depiction of usage behavior an application framework has been developed 
and will be discussed in this report. The development procedure has been a collaboration 
process with staff at Forefront AB. They have developed the data mining tools following the 
nonintrusive criteria which provide statistical web usage data to this framework.  
 

1.2 Problem formulation 
 
The key factors this diploma work concentrated on were how to display web traffic 
information in 2 and 3 dimensions by using Java and XML. These were the only delimitations 
present from the beginning. 
 
 
 

1.3 Purpose 
 
The purpose was to create a modular application framework for visualization of XML based 
data. The visualization in 3 dimensions should represent a website structure and simple usage 
data, thus the graph has to be aesthetical and balanced by using a layout algorithm, and the 
visualization in 2 dimensions should display web usage data concerning this website by using 
SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics).  

                                                 
3 Anindya Datta [et al.], An architecture to support scalable online personalization of the Web. 
4 Jiyang Chen [et al.], Visualizing and Discovering Web Navigational Patterns. 
5 Kar Yan Tam, Shuk Ying Ho, Web Personalization: Is it Effective?  
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2 Tools of the Net 
 

2.1 Java 
 
The programming language chosen was Java. The choice was obvious due to the fact that 
Forefront is developing applications using Java and deploying applications on servers 
supporting Java.  
 

2.1.1 Java3D API 
 
In order to visualize well-balanced graphs in three dimensions a couple of choices were 
reconsidered. The solution this application uses is the Java 3D API: “The Java 3D API 
provides a set of object-oriented interfaces that support a simple, high-level programming 
model you can use to build, render, and control the behaviour of 3D objects and visual 
environments”6. Java 3D is primarily a 3D scene graph API. A scene graph can be thought of 
as a family tree, defining a hierarchical grouping of the scene. It is important to note that the 
scene graph is a cyclic directed graph, in which every node only has one parent. A scene is a 
collection of objects that represent geometry (shapes), sound, lights, location, orientation, and 
appearance7. 
 
To place a shape in a scene it needs to be attached to the scene graph. An object is moved 
within scene by attaching it to a BranchGroup, and then attaching the BranchGroup to the 
scene. Instances of BranchGroup serve as root of scene graph branches. BranchGroups can 
have multiple children, for instance other BranchGroups. By adding a TransformGroup to a 
BranchGroup we can transform children following under the TransformGroup on the scene 
graph branch. The TransformGroup can be static or dynamic. An example of a static 
transform would be a translation to a specific point. An example of a dynamic transform 
would be a rotation that changes value based upon the movements of a pointing device, or a 
rotation that changes with time. A Transform3D object is used to specify the transformation 
of a TransformGroup but it is not used in the scene graph. Object transforms are combined by 
attaching a TransformGroup to another TransformGroup, or by multiplying two Transform3D 
instances with each other. This relates to the multiplications of matrices. If matrix A describes 
a rotation, and matrix B describes a translation the result is the same as using the combined 
matrix C. By adding a Shape3D object to the TransformGroup this leaf node gets transformed 
according to the Transform3D object. 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
6 http://java.sun.com/products/java-media/3D/ - 2004-12-01  
7  Dennis J Bouvier (1999-2000), Getting started with the Java 3D API v1.2. 
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When the construction of a scene graph is complete it is usually compiled. This step attempts 
to perform various optimizations of the scene graph such as combining static transforms, or 
optimal path calculations. 
 
Once the scene is created and compiled a simple Java 3D application will enter an infinite 
loop conceptually performing the following operations8. 
 
 while(true) { 
  Process input 
  If (request to exit) break 
   Perform Behaviours 
   Traverse the scene graph and render visual objects 
 } 
 
 
By using the classes and methods provided with this API, special primitives for this 
application were created.  They are mainly extended Java3D primitives empowering some 
special behaviour, whilst some are created by using low level classes. They all support 
picking using a ray trace method implemented in the Java3D API. Because of this feature a 
marker to improve the interaction with the graph was also implemented. This marker consists 
of 6 or 4 pyramids, depending on object picked, rotating around its own origin. The marker 
also has light sources attached to itself. The application also takes advantage of utility classes 
provided from the Java3D API. 
 

2.1.2 Servlet 
 
The main purpose of Java servlets is for writing software that sends and receives information 
through a Web server9, thus it is the Java technique of choice for extending and enhancing 
Web servers. Java Servlets have access to the entire Java API family, and they can 
communicate directly with a Web server using a standard interface10. Servlets support many 
common tasks when working with server side components. One of them is to receive 
information from fields appended to an URL. This feature is being used in this framework. 
The request being sent to the servlet contains information about which GraphML document to 
send as response. 

                                                 
8 Dennis J Bouvier (1999-2000), Getting started with the Java 3D API v1.2. 
9 Sams Publishing, Sams Teach Yourself Java 2 in 21 Days, 
10 http://java.sun.com/products/servlet/overview.html - 2004-11-30 

BG 

TG 

SHAPE3D 

Figure 0: A scene graph describing the content branch described above. 
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Figure 1: Framework overview 
 

2.1.3 Filter 
A filter dynamically intercepts requests and responses to transform or use the information 
contained in the requests or responses. Filters typically do not themselves create responses, 
but instead provide universal functions that can be "attached" to any type of servlet or JSP 
page11.  
 
One benefit when using filters is that you do not have to recompile anything to change the 
output from a web application. It is just a matter of configuration on the server side. By 
changing filter which is mapping the servlet, the output will be transformed according to the 
configuration. The filter used in this application framework captures the response before it is 
returned to the client. To stop the servlet from closing the original response stream when it 
completes, a stand-in stream is used instead. In order to pass this stand-in stream to the servlet 
the filter creates a response “wrapper” which overrides the method for the output stream. The 
servlet’s response is written to this stand-in stream and is then being modified by the filter, 
which in turn writes the modified response to the output stream12. 
 

2.1.4 JSP 
JSP (Java Server Pages) is the Java technique of choice to create dynamic web content. 
By using JSP the logic is encapsulated in XML-like tags that are contained in an HTML 
document. There are predefined tags encapsulating the logic, already defining behaviour that 
will be executed only by using this tag. These are contained in the Java Server Pages Standard 
Tag Library (JSTL). JSP also gives the developer the possibility to create his own library of 
tags containing logic. JSP is used at the front-end of the application framework. 
 

2.2 XML 
XML (Extensible Markup Language) is a platform independent text format designed to 
describe data. XML is a markup language just as HTML but with a big difference, no tags are 
predefined. You define the tags yourself. Then by using a Document Type Definition (DTD) 
or an XML Schema you describe the data and the structure of it. 
This application framework uses a DTD. The purpose of this DTD is to define the legal 
building blocks of the XML document. It defines the document structure with a list of legal 
elements. The other option is to use a XML Schema; XML Schemas are the successors of 

                                                 
11 http://java.sun.com/products/servlet/Filters.html - 2004-11-30 
12 http://www.orionserver.com/tutorials/filters/ - 2004-11-30 

Client 

JSP 

Web server 
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DTD: s. XML Schemas describe the structure of an XML document and are written in XML. 
A DTD is not written in XML. During the work on this application framework at Forefront 
there was no XML Schema present for GraphML, hence the use of a DTD. 
 

2.2.1 GraphML 
 
One of the goals was to visualize XML based data using graphs. After some research 
GraphML was discovered.� �GraphML is a comprehensive and easy-to-use file format for 
graphs.�It is based on XML and hence ideally suited as a common denominator for all kinds 
of services generating, archiving, or processing graphs”13.  
 
GraphML has functionality which has not been used in this framework, and thus only the 
parts being used will be explained in the system design section. 
 

2.3 XSL/XSLT 
 
Another purpose with this diploma work was to visualize XML data in 2 dimensions using 
SVG. This is where XSL/XSLT is being used. XSL is a family of recommendations for 
defining XML document transformation and presentation14. XSLT (Extensible Stylesheet 
Language Transformations) is part of this family. XSLT can be used to transform an XML 
document into another XML document or another type of document. In this case the goal was 
to transform a XML document into a SVG document. To perform the requested 
transformation the application framework uses an XSLT-processor, Xalan. An XSLT style 
sheet is built up with templates that match specific parts of the source document (XML 
document). XSLT uses another part of the XSL family for this functionality, the XPath part. 
XPath uses path expressions to identify nodes in an XML document. XPath does also define a 
library of standard functions from which the application framework uses several. When a 
match is found the processor will transform the matching part of the source document into the 
result document. One important thing to notice is that the parts of the source document that do 
not match a template will end up unmodified in the result document. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
13 http://graphml.graphdrawing.org/ - 2004-10-20 
14 http://www.w3.org/Style/XSL/ - 2004-12-07 
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Example of source document used by the 2D visualization: 
 

 
 
Example of simplified stylesheet document: 

 
By studying the examples stated above the idea with template matches becomes visible. The 
XSLT processor uses the source document and the Stylesheet document as input. It then 
matches the chart element with the template, creating a result document containing a svg 
element where the title element from the source document is transformed into a text element. 
The resulting document is then interpreted by Batik and the actual vector graphic is created. 
 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?> 
<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0" 
<xsl:template match="/"> 
 <xsl:apply-templates select="chart"/> 
</xsl:template> 
<xsl:template match="chart"> 
 
<svg width="200" height="200"> 
      <text x="50"y="100"> 
 <xsl:value-of select="./title"/> 
      </text> 
</svg> 
 
</xsl:template>   
 
</xsl:stylesheet>    

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?> 
<chart> 
    <Title>Eyebuzz</Title> 
    <sets> 
        <set label="Date" type="CHAR"> 
            <value>2003-03-01</value> 
            <value>2003-03-02</value> 
        </set> 
        <set label="Minutes" type="DOUBLE"> 
            <value>209</value> 
            <value>617</value> 
        </set> 
    </sets> 
</chart> 
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2.4 Xalan 
 
Xalan is an XSLT processor for transforming XML documents into HTML, text, or other 
XML document types15. To create SVG graphics out of this transformed XML document the 
framework uses Batik. 
 

2.5 Batik 
 
Batik is a Java™ technology based toolkit for applications or applets that want to use images 
in the Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) format for various purposes, such as viewing, 
generation or manipulation16. Batik therefore can be used to generate SVG on a client or on a 
server which is the purpose of using Batik in this framework. The framework uses Batik to 
generate SVG documents on the server, which is transcoded into another image format 
supported by web browsers.  
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2 : Schematic view of the transformation 

 

2.6 SVG 
 
SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics) is a language for describing two-dimensional graphics in 
XML17. This is a format not connected to the amount of pixels in an image. SVG is based on 
mathematical rules describing lines and shapes to be drawn. Since it is XML based it follows 
the same syntax as GraphML.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
15 http://xml.apache.org/xalan-j/  - 2004-12-07 
16 http://xml.apache.org/batik/ - 2004-12-08 
17 http://www.w3.org/Graphics/SVG/1.1/DTD/svg11.dtd 
 

XML document 

XSLT document 

XSLT processor SVG document Batik™ JPEG 
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To describe the basic theory and syntax using SVG the following example will be used: 
 

 
 
The SVG header: 
The first line is the XML declaration. The second and third line describes the DTD to be used.  
 
The root-element: 
The fourth line defines the root-element element: svg. This element tells the browser that this 
is an SVG document. The attributes width and height defines the size of the canvas and the x 
and y attributes define where the canvas will be placed.  
SVG has some predefined shapes (elements). The application uses a few of these predefined, 
for instance the <line> and <path> shapes.  
 
The line element: 
The fifth line defines the line-element. The line element requires four attributes. These 
attributes; x1, y1, x2, y2, defines the starting point and ending point for the line in 2 
dimensions with an X and Y axis.  The attributes stroke and stroke-width are drawing 
attributes defining colour and width. The above line-element draws a black line from (10, 10) 
to (300,300). 
 
The path element: 
The eighth line defines the path-element. This element is used to define a path. A path has an 
attribute called path-data, d. This attribute value has to be included18. This attribute contains 
moveto, line, curve (both cubic and quadratic Beziers), arc and closepath instructions.  
The attributes fill, stroke, stroke-width are drawing attributes. 
The above path-element creates a red triangle. 
 

                                                 
18 http://www.w3.org/TR/SVG/paths.html#PathData – 2005-04-05 
 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?> 
<!DOCTYPE svg PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD SVG 1.1//EN"  
"http://www.w3.org/Graphics/SVG/1.1/DTD/svg11.dtd"> 
<svg width="300" height="300" x="0" y="0"> 
    <line x1="10" y1="10" x2="300" y2="300" 
        style="stroke:black; stroke-width:2"> 
    </line> 
    <path d="M 100 100 L 300 100 L 200 300 z" 
        fill="red" stroke="blue" stroke-width="3">      
    </path> 
</svg> 
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3 Information Visualization of the Internet 
 
Visualization tools for web structure, web site usage data and navigational patterns are 
paramount because to better understand events on a site or consequences of changes and 
design on a web site, it is important to have a big picture of the state of the site and the 
activities on the web site. However the process of creating a visualization tool can be 
decomposed into three tasks: the web structure visualization, the representation of aggregate 
and individual navigation usage behaviour and the comparative display of navigation 
improvement methods as proposed by Jiyang Chen et al.19 . Most of the existing tools for web 
visualization concentrate on solving these tasks using different approaches. Jiyang Chen et al. 
propose a tool where they render discovered patterns (results of web mining) overlaid on top 
of the web structure visualization. They visualize the structure and patterns using a Disk Tree 
where the centre is the root, and the nodes of each level displayed on a circular perimeter, 
each level successively away from the centre. Each edge represents a hyperlink (figure 3).   
 

 
Figure 3 : Disk Tree 

 
Related work has also been done visualizing different aspects of using the web. These include 
visualization of web structure, browsing history, and searches, evolution of the web, and the 
presence and activities of multiple users20. As proposed by Geoff Ellis and Alan Dix21 their 
solution focuses on giving a sense of the trail of individual visitors within the web space and 
showing their navigational paths, giving viewers a sense of human presence.  
 

                                                 
19 Jiyang Chen [et al.] , Visualizing and Discovering Web Navigational Patterns 
20 Steve Benford [et al.], Three dimensional visualization of the World Wide Web 
21 Geoff Ellis, Alan Dix, Quantum Web Fields and Molecular Meanderings 
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They visualize the navigational paths by using a ball-and-spring layout, but with a careful 
choice of similarity matrix to create a layout where visitation footsteps are likely to form 
intelligible paths (figure 4). 
 

 
Figure 4: A screenshot from the Molecular Meanderer  

 
Each square is a page and the lines represent frequently traversed links. The path marked in 
blue represents a visitor going through tutorial pages in turn.  
  
Another approach was made by Shiozawa22. He visualises a number of pages by drawing a 
nodes connected with links that is initially distributed on a flat horizontal plane. The 
placement of the nodes is dictated by attributes of the Web page (e.g. its size, title, number of 
images) which are mapped to the two-axis of the plane. The user may select nodes and raise 
them vertically to de-occlude the structure. Adjacent (linked) nodes maintain a close 
proximity to the raised nodes so that the structure is gradually "disentangled" from the plane 
(figure 5). 

 
Figure 5: A selection of pages raised vertically 

                                                 
22 Steve Benford [et al.], Three dimensional visualization of the World Wide Web 
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A tool to improve navigation in large web sites was proposed by Durand23. Durand presents 
pages as square icons that stand in rows and columns on a flat plane. A focus page is placed at 
the front edge of the plane and its child pages form a row behind the focus page. Each child 
page then has its children behind it so as to form a single column behind the page. Essentially, 
this aims to provide a layout mechanism with minimal visual clutter (figure 6).  
 

 
Figure 6: View of a web site using Durand’s approach. 

 
 
Many approaches have been done, and in the next section visualization of the web structure 
using the GEM algorithm will be described.  

                                                 
23 Steve Benford [et al.], Three dimensional visualization of the World Wide Web 
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4 Mathematical Theory 
 
A graph G  is an ordered pair of disjoint sets ( )EV , . V and E  are always assumed to be finite, 
unless explicitly stated otherwise. The set V  is the set of vertices (sometimes referred to as 
nodes) and E  is the set of edges. If G  is a graph, then ( )GVV =  is the vertex set of G , and 

( )GEE =  is the edge set.  
 
Graph conventions used through out this paper about size and density of graphs are as 
follows. Graphs of size 128,64,32,16≤V  and 128>V  are declared to be tiny, small, 
medium, large, and huge, respectively. Graphs are declared to be sparse, normal, and dense 
depending on following criteria. ( )VEVEVVE 3,3, ≥<≤< . These conventions follow 
the conventions made by Frick [et al.]24.   
 
To accomplish an aesthetically pleasing and well balanced undirected graph in three 
dimensions the process is actually a two-fold task, consisting of a layout phase (GEM), and a 
presentation phase (Java3D).  
 
One way of creating a pleasing graph is by using straight-line drawing, where each edge of 
the given graph ),( EVG =  is mapped into a straight line in a three dimensional space. The 
problem now resides in placing the vertices V∈ν  by determining a mapping 3: ℜ→Vφ 25.  
 
The goal of a graph drawing algorithm is to produce a drawing that is understandable by the 
viewer. To achieve this goal, the algorithm is designed to meet certain measurable aesthetic 
qualities26. Among the most influential ones are the following: 
 

• Symmetries in the graph should be displayed. 
• Minimization of edge crossings should be fulfilled. 
• Edges should have as few bends as possible. 
• The deviation on the edges lengths should be as small as possible. 
• The area used for drawing should be as small as possible. 
• The edges and vertices should be evenly distributed in this area. 
• Connected vertices should be close to each other. 

 
 
By using the straight-line method mentioned above bends in edges are avoided by definition. 
Another aspect about layout algorithms is the convergence – the time it takes for the 
algorithm to find its final state. This is a key factor describing a fast layout algorithm. 

                                                 
24 Arne Frick [et al.], A Fast Adaptive Layout Algorithm for Undirected Graphs. 
25 Arne Frick [et al.], A Fast Adaptive Layout Algorithm for Undirected Graphs. 
26 Peter Eades [et al.], Volume Upper Bounds for 3D Graph Drawing. 
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4.1 GEM 
  
The GEM (Graphical embedder) algorithm27, tries to solve these aesthetic criteria within a 
short convergence time.  
 
This algorithm is a force-directed algorithm which uses physical analogy to create the graph28.  
It combines the spring-embedder approach with ideas from simulated annealing. The spring-
embedder approach uses edges as springs connecting and attracting the vertices, and the 
vertices are treated as mutually repulsive charges. The spring attraction makes sure that 
vertices connected by an edge are spatially close to one another. The electrical repulsion 
guarantees that connected vertices are not too closer, and that disconnected vertices are placed 
as far away as possible from each other. Simulated annealing, a technique from statistical 
mechanics, is adapted by assigning each vertex a local temperature that changes during the 
iteration process. This allows for changes into states with higher or lower energy improving 
convergence of the algorithm. Temperature used in GEM indicates the maximum distance a 
vertex can travel when being updated.  
 
This algorithm also uses attraction of vertices towards their barycenter (gravity point), in 
other words gravity force. The gravitational force also serves two purposes; it makes sure that 
completely disconnected vertices (vertices without edges) are not repelled to far away, and it 
decreases the time it takes to reach a stable graph. 
 
Another contribution to the convergence of the GEM algorithm is the update sequence of 
vertices based on a random permutation. Vertex updates are grouped into rounds, in which 
each vertex is updated only once. 
 
Finally this algorithm detects oscillation, acceleration and rotations of vertices and or sub 
graphs decreasing the convergence time. 
 
The GEM algorithm consists of two phases, an initialization phase and an iteration phase. 
 

4.1.1 Initialization  
 

• The initialization consists of the assignment of an initial random position, a zero 
impulse vector and an initial temperature initT  to each vertex. A direction skew gauge 
d = 0 is also assigned. 

 
• At this stage several parameters are being calculated. The most important is the 

desired edge length desE . This parameter is influenced by the average vertex 

size sizeavgv _  and deg.v  which is the average edge degree of the vertex set: 
 

                                                 
27 Arne Frick [et al.], Fast Interactive 3-D Graph Visualization. 
28 Giuseppe Di Battista [et al.] (1999), Graph Drawing: algorithms for the visualization of graphs. 
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 deg._ vvE sizeavgdes •=   (eq.1) 
 

• initT  is then chosen equal to this desired edge length. 
 
 

4.1.2 Iteration 
 
The iteration phase can be divided into impulse computation and temperature update. 
  
 
Impulse computation 

 
• Assuming that vertex v  was chosen to be updated in the iteration phase, the attractive, 

repulsive and gravitational forces aF , rF  and gF acting on v  are calculated. The 
summation goes over all vertices for the repulsive force and all the adjacent vertices 
for the attractive force. The gravitational force uses gravity towards the graphs 
barycenter. 

   
• This resulting force is then smeared a little by adding a Brownian motion component 

consisting of a small random vector ρ . Brownian motion is adopted from physics 
where it can be explained as the hits a particle in liquid endure because of the 
movement of molecules. This gives us the following equation: 

 

( )
( )

( ) ρ+++= ��
∈∈ Vv

gr
Evu

aresult uFvuFvuFF )(,,
,

           (eq.2) 

 
 
• The resulting force is then applied as the current impulse p  of v . 
 
 
Temperature Update 
 
• The next step is to calculate the local temperature change based on oscillation, rotation 

and acceleration.  GEM memorizes the last movement for each vertex, referred to as 
the old impulse. By examining the current impulse with the old impulse (Figure 3), i.e.  
investigating the oscillation, the rotation and the acceleration criteria, the local 
temperature is either lowered, in case of an oscillation (a) or rotation (b), or increased 
if the acceleration criterion (c) is discovered. The global temperature is defined as the 
average of all local temperatures over all vertices, thus indicating how stable the 
drawing is.  
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Figure 7 : Examples of oscillation (a), rotation (b) and acceleration (c). 

 
The detection of oscillation and acceleration is made by calculating the angle between 
the new impulse and old impulse originating from the same Euclidian coordinate. This 
is quite straight forward since we do not have to take into account the rotation of the 
impulses when calculating this angle. By using the definition of the scalar product 
between vector u (old impulse) and v (new impulse) we get: 
 

[ ]vuvuvu ,cos**=•  where [ ]vu,  is the smallest angle between u and v.          (eq.3) 
 
Since both vectors are using the same orthonormal base we also get: 
  

332211 vuvuvuvu ++=•              (eq.4) 
 
 
This gives us the following equation for solving [ ]vu,cos  

 
 

[ ]vu
vu

vuvuvu
,cos

*
332211 =

++
            (eq.5) 

 
 

Since )cos()cos( vv −=  and by comparing [ ]vu,cos  with our opening angle 
2

oα
we 

get [ ] �
�

�
�
�

�≥
2

cos,cos ovu
α

  and hence we can determine when the vertex might be 

oscillating or holding the right direction for acceleration.  
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If the vertex is detected for oscillation or acceleration the local temperature tv.  is 
lowered or increased, depending on the sign of [ ]vu,cos  multiplied with a sensitivity 
constant for oscillation oσ  : 
 

[ ]vutvtv o ,cos*.. σ+=              (eq.6) 
  
The sensitivity constant for oscillation is defining the magnitude of the decrease or 
increase of the local temperature. When deciding if the vertex is rotating the algorithm 
uses a rotation angle rα  calculated between the old and current impulse. This angle is 

defined as �
�

�
�
�

� +
22

cos rαπ
 and is illustrated in figure 8. 

 
 

 
Figure 8: Figure describing the opening angles. 

 
 
By comparing this angle with [ ]vu,cos  we get the following equation: 
 

[ ] �
�

�
�
�

� +≤
22

cos,cos rcu
απ

             (eq.7) 
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If this criterion is fulfilled, i.e. the angle is close to 90 degrees, the algorithm projects 
the old and the current impulse onto the coordinate planes, XY, YZ, and ZY to 
calculate the direction of the rotation. Since the coordinates are Cartesian and hence 
uses orthonormal bases (X,Y,Z) a projection of the vector onto these coordinate planes 
leaves us with a 2-dimensional vector. To accomplish this, the vectors are normalized. 
By using the square matrix whose columns are these given vectors we can then 
determine the direction by examining the sign of the determinant. 
For example we get the following equation for vectors u and v projected on the XY 
coordinate plane: 
 
 

( )xyyx
yx

yx vuvu
vv

uu
**sgnsgn −=             (eq.8) 

 
 

The determinant of a set of vectors is positive if the vectors form a right-handed 
coordinate system, and negative if left-handed. If the determinant is negative a factor 
 -1 is multiplied with a sensitivity constant for rotation rσ  or if the determinant is 
positive a factor 1 is multiplied with rσ . The sensitivity constant for rotation is 
defining the magnitude for the change of local temperature. The result is then added to 
the skew gauge of a vertex for each plane giving following equation for the skew 
gauge for the XY-plane: 
 

factorskewXYskewXY r *σ+=              (eq.9) 
 

If the absolute values of these resulting counters become larger than a threshold t the 
local temperature is lowered.   

 
       

The current impulse is then scaled by this local temperature tv.  and finally the impulse 
is applied to v  as movement relative to current position.  

 
 

     
ppositionvpositionv

etemperaturlocalFp result

+=
=

..

*
           (eq.10) 
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Once the graph has reached stable state it needs to be displayed, during the presentation 
phase. This is left to the implementation of this stage but there are two things that most have 
in common: 
 

1. The position of each vertex must be calculated before it can be drawn. The 
position is calculated using three steps. The barycenter is subtracted from the 
vertex position, resulting in a vector relative to the origin. The next step is to scale 
the vector by dividing it by the length of the longest vector (the distance between 
the barycenter and the vertex that is farthest away from it). Finally the vector is 
scaled according to the size of the view area, resulting in a point that can easily be 
drawn within the view. 

 
2. The position of each edge is calculated in the same manner as the position of a 

vertex. However for each edge two positions are calculated. 
 
The calculation of position is usually the same whether a 2D or 3D drawing of the graph is 
being generated. In the 2D case the Z-coordinate of each point can be ignored resulting in a 
parallel projection of the graph upon the X-Y plane. 
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5 Requirements 
 
The requirement specification for this application is mentioned below.  
 
The application/framework: 
 

1. has to visualize statistical data in an aesthetically way. 
2. has to retrieve statistical data from remote locations 
3. has to be able to bypass firewalls – accomplished through port 8080-standard HTTP 

port 
4. has to reduce unnecessary network communication 
5. has to allow traversal of the statistical data 
6. has to be implemented in java 
7. has to use XML formatted statistical data  

 
These were the fundamental requirements taken into account during the implementation.  
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6 System Design 
 
The system design will be described at an algorithm level concerning GEM implementation 
and at an abstract level describing the framework. The data structure used by the application 
framework will be explained. 
 

6.1 Data Structure 
Since the application framework uses different XML data for the 3D and the 2D visualization 
both structures will be explained. 

6.1.1 XML data for 3D visualization 
 
The GEM algorithm uses GraphML as input data and hence the basic theory and syntax of 
GraphML will be explained here. To describe the basic theory and syntax using GraphML 
following example will be used: 

 
Example: A short GraphML document 
 
The GraphML header: 
The first line in this document describes the version of XML and the character encoding, the 
XML declaration. The second line is used only for one purpose: specifying a DTD to use for 
the GraphML document. The first parameter to DOCTYPE is the root element of the 
document and the second argument is either SYSTEM or PUBLIC. SYSTEM means that the 
DTD is private while PUBLIC means that the DTD is widespread and publicized. It has 
nothing to do with the location of a DTD. The third argument is a URI (Uniform Resource 
Indicator) representing the location of the DTD, in this example on a local hard drive.29 
 
 
 

                                                 
29 Brett McLaughlin (2000), Java™ and XML. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="iso-8859-1"?> 
<!DOCTYPE graphml SYSTEM "graphml.dtd"> 
<graphml> 
    <graph id="A" edgedefault="undirected"> 
        <desc>A graph with four nodes</desc> 
        <node id="n1"> 
        </node> 
        <node id="n2"> 
        </node> 
        <edge source="n1" target="n2" directed="false"> 
        </edge> 
        <edge source="n2" target="n3" directed="false"> 
    </graph> 
</graphml> 
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The root-element: 
The next element is the root-element element: graphml. This element enables an XML parser 
to recognize the beginning and the end of a document. This tag surrounds every other data 
present in the GraphML document.  
 
 
The graph element: 
The next child element is: graph. This element describes one graph in the document.30 
This graph element has two XML attributes. Attributes are used to provide extra information 
about an element. The first attribute id is an identifier that is specific for each graph. 
The id attribute does not have to be included in GraphML according to the DTD.   
The edgedefault attribute can have two values: directed or undirected. One of them is 
required. This attribute is inherited by all child elements which do not have this attribute 
declared. In this example you can see that every edge has this attribute declared. 
  
An edge that is directed is for instance an edge that goes from Node A to Node B, shown with 
an arrow on the edge pointing to Node B. An undirected edge is an edge between node A and 
Node B with no direction applied to it. Nested elements inside a graph element are the 
declarations of desc, nodes, and edges. 
 
 
The desc element: 
The next child element is: desc, which stands for description. 
This element provides human-readable descriptions for the GraphML element containing this 
<desc> as its first child. This element contains PCDATA, declared by the DTD. PCDATA 
stands for Parsed Character Data, thus the information between the start and end tag of this 
GraphML element will be parsed. 
  
 
The node element: 
The following element, the node element declares a node in the graph. This element has an 
attribute id which has to be unique for each node element within the entire document. There 
must not be a node in different graphs with the same id. 
 
 
The edge element: 
Each edge in a graph is declared by the edge element. This element has 2 attributes that are 
required according to the DTD, the source and target node of the edge. These must be the 
identifier of a specific node in the same document. The optional XML-Attribute directed 
declares if the edge is directed or undirected. The value true declares a directed edge, the 
value false an undirected edge. If the direction is not explicitly defined, the default direction is 
applied to this edge as defined in the enclosing graph31. Except for these attributes the edge 
can have more XML-Attributes according to the DTD. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
30 http://graphml.graphdrawing.org/specification/schema_element.xsd.htm - 2004-12-15 
31 http://graphml.graphdrawing.org/primer/graphml-primer.html -2005-04-05 
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6.1.2 XML Data for 2D visualization 
 
The XML data used in the 2D visualization will be briefly explained by following example: 

 
The root-element: 
The root-element is: chart. This element enables an XML parser to recognize the beginning 
and the end of a document.  
 
The desc element: 
The next child element is: desc, which stands for description. 
This element provides human-readable descriptions for the chart element. 
  
The sets element: 
The following element, the sets element surrounds every dataset represented in this XML 
document. 
 
The set element: 
The next child element is: set. This element contains the actual data used in the 2D 
visualization. This element can have multiple attributes where one is the label attribute 
defining the type of data in this set. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?> 
<chart> 
    <desc>Some desciption</desc> 
    <sets> 
        <set label="Date"> 
            <value>2003-03-01</value> 
        </set> 
        <set label="Hits"> 
            <value>209</value> 
        </set> 
    </sets> 
</chart> 
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6.2 Framework 
 
The framework application is built up using J2EE techniques including Servlet, Filters, JSP 
and Applet. The filter encapsulates all GEM logic. The Image Servlet encapsulates all SVG 
logic.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 9: Schematic view of the framework 
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The cycles of events occurring by using the framework are shown with the following main 
cycle: 
 

1. Request 
i. A user enters the JSP page and requests information about a fictive 

client. 
ii. A request is sent to the Layout Servlet by the Applet. This servlet 

retrieves the GraphML data from a data source and sends it as 
Response. 

 
iii. A request is sent to the Image Servlet. This servlet retrieves XML data 

containing information about client.  
 

iv. The Image Servlet applies transformations and transcodes the resulting 
SVG document into JPEG image and sends this as response. 

 
2. Filter 

i. Intercepts the response from the Layout Servlet. 
ii. Parses GraphML document creating a Java object called graph. 

iii. The GraphLayoutEngine takes this graph object as input together with 
a LayoutAlgorithm object- The GEM 3D Algorithm. The Layout phase 
creating a graph is started. 

 
iv. GEM 

a. Initialization and iteration are executed. See Section 5.2 
 

 
3. Send Altered Response  
 

i. The Filter has altered the original GraphML document and included 
layout data needed for the visualization in 3D and the altered GraphML 
document is sent as response. 

 
4. Render Graph  
 

i. The Applet encapsulated in the JSP Page retrieves the response. 
ii. The Presentation Phase creating a graph is started by using Java3D. See 

Section 5.3 
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6.3 GEM implementation 
 
The main loop of the GEM algorithm:  
 

 
   
 

Input: 
 

),( EVG =  graph where 
=V set of vertices 
=E set of edges 

      Each vertex has a set of values  
              ξ -- current position 
              p -- current impulse 
              d -- skew gauge 
              t  --  local temperature 
              o  -- old impulse 
              s  –  size information 
     Each edge has a set of values 
               v1 – adjacent vertex 1 
               v2 -- adjacent vertex 2 
                d – directedness flag 
     maxR    maximal number of rounds 
 
calculate params { 
compute desE the optimal edge length 
….. 
} 
 

doVvforall ∈ { 
          intialize v; 
} 
nrounds := 0; 
 

doRnroundsandTTwhile global maxmin <≥ { 
           
           )( VvranX ∈=  random permutation 
 
           doXvforall ∈ { 
            compute impulse 
            update position ξ.v  and local temperature v.t 
          } 
 
nrounds := nrounds+1 
} 

Algorithm 1 :  Main loop of the GEM algorithm 
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Calculate parameters  
 
At this stage several parameters are initialized. To note is that throughout the implementation 
a temperature indicates maximum distance a vertex (node) can travel when being updated. 
 
The desired edge length desE is calculated as deg._ vvE sizeavgdes •=      
 
The initial local temperature is calculated as initT  = desE . 
 
The maximal local temperature is calculated as maxT = initT  *2.  
This parameter is used during temperature update procedure. 
 
The global temperature is calculated as globalT  = GvT

i
init ∈�* . 

This parameter is used in the main loop. 
 
The minimal global temperature is calculated as minT = globalT  / 100.  
This parameter is used in the main loop. 
 
The maximal number of rounds is calculated as maxR = Gv

i

∈�*50 . 

This parameter is used in the main loop. 
 
The maximal attraction between vertices is calculated as maxA = 64* 2

desE . 
This parameter is used during calculation of attraction forces. 
 
The minimum edge length minE is calculated as ).max(min svE =  
 
 
Initialization: Each vertex gets an initial position according to random distribution scaled 
with the desired edge length, the current and old impulses are equal to zero. Local temperature 
is equal to the desired edge length. Barycenter is calculated from initial positions. 
 
Loop criteria: Updates vertex positions until global temperature is lower than a desired 
minimal temperature or time allowance has expired. 
 
Impulse computation: 
 
The impulse computation as discussed in section 3.1.1.2 is implemented as follows: 
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Input: 
      v    – vertex to be updated 
      b    – barycenter  
      )(vϕ  – function growing with deg(v) [1+ deg(v)/2] 
Output: 
      p – current impulse of v 
Constants: 

−desE desired edge length 

maxA  - attraction max 
τ  -  gravity factor 
 

Xvvertexfor ∈  
 
      vectoredisturbancsmall=ρ  
 
     )(**)..( vvbarycenterFg ϕτξξ −=  
 
          veedgesallforFa ∈:  
 
                ξξ .arg.. ettevdelta −=  

               deltadeltadelta *2 =  

               ),min( max
22 Adeltalength =  

               )( 22 gthmumedgelennimilengthif >  

                     scale = -1* 2length / ( 2
desE * )(vϕ ) 

                    )(. scalescaledelta  
                   deltaFF aa +=  
                     
            GveachforFr ∈:  
         
                     vallfor  
                             ξξ ... nextnodevvdelta −=  
                             )0( ≠deltaif  

                             scale = 22 / deltaEdes  
                             )(. scalescaledelta  
                             deltaFF rr +=  
 
 

ρ+++= gar FFFpv.  

Algorithm 2: Impulse computation 
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The resulting force acting on each vertex is being calculated through four steps. The first step 
is to create Brownian motion. This is adopted by using a random displacement vector. The 
next step is to calculate the gravity force acting on each vertex to draw it nearer to barycenter. 
Here vertices with many edges get more inertia according to function )(vϕ . The third step 
involves attractive forces through the edges connecting vertices. When the distance between 
two nodes become larger than a threshold maxA the force is reduced by choosing this threshold. 
By then determining if the vertices are close to each other, so close that no attraction should 
be aloud a parameter minimum edge length minE  is used. If the distance is large enough we 
want to reduce the distance between these nodes. The bigger the distance the bigger is the 
force until it reaches threshold maxA . The scale factor is affected by the function )(vϕ . There 
has to be some sign convention to differ between attraction and repulsion when summarizing 
all forces as the last step. Here (-) is assigned attraction. The last step is to calculate repulsion 
acting on the vertex. For each node we traverse through the graph summarizing all repulsion 
forces acting on the vertex. The bigger the distance the smaller is the force. 
 
Position and temperature update algorithm: 
 
This loop follows equations thoroughly discussed in section 3.1.1.2 

 
 
 
By measuring the angle between the old and the new vector and hence deciding which case is 
at hand, acceleration, oscillation or rotation the local temperature of each node is adjusted and 
the position of each node is updated. Each round the barycenter is updated according to new 
positions of the vertices.   

Input: 
      v    – vertex to be updated 
      v.p – current impulse of v 
      v.o – old impulse of v 
Output: 
      v – with updatedξ , t, d, p 
     barycenter –with updated ξ  
 

ofcase

pvov

β
β .,.: ∠=

 

      Tglobal = Tglobal – v.t 
 
            Acceleration then increase v.t 
            Oscillation then decrease v.t 
            Rotation the small decrease of v.t 
 
      Tglobal = Tglobal + v.t 

tvwithpvscale ..  
pvvv .... += ξξ   

barycenter ξ  = barycenterξ + ξ.v  
 

Algorithm 3: Position and temperature update 
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6.4 Java3D implementation 
 
Creating a scene graph from a graph, which has been passed through the layout algorithm, 
involves the following steps: 
 

1. Create a scene graph. 
2. Initialize a TransformGroup for rotation and retrieve the TransformGroup for eye 

positioning. 
3. Attach the rotation TransformGroup to scene. 
4. Create and attach a Mouse Rotation to the rotation TransformGroup. 
5. Create and attach a Mouse Translation to the eye TransformGroup. 
6. Create and attach a Mouse Zoom to the eye TransformGroup. 
7. For every vertex in the graph: 

a. Convert the position of the vertex in graph space to view space. 
b. Create a translation TransformGroup using the converted position. 
c. Create a sphere with radius defined according to size information. 
d. Attach the sphere to the translation TransformGroup. 
e. Attach the translation TransformGroup to the rotation TransformGroup. 
f. For every edge of the vertex, if the edge is not already in the scene: 

i. Convert the end position of the edge. 
ii. Create a cylinder between the start and end position. 

iii. Attach the cylinder to the rotation TransformGroup. 
8. Create directional lighting, and attach it to scene, not the rotation. 
9. Create fog, and attach it to scene. 
10. Return the scene graph. 

 
Steps 8 and 9 are performed primarily to add visual cues that enhance depth perception. The 
directional lighting results in diffuse reflections from the spheres and cylinders. The fog 
makes objects further away from the eye fade. 
 
Conversions of positions from graph space are computed using simple vector arithmetic. 
Subtracting the barycenter of the graph from the vertex position creates a vector. The vector is 
then divided by the largest distance between any vertex and the barycenter. The scaled vector 
is then multiplied by a constant that governs how much of the view space is to be used in 
displaying graphs. Using the nominal viewing transform available through the 
SimpleUniverse object (provided by the Java3D API) a height and width equal 2 meters can 
be displayed. By using a constant of 0.8 meters the graphs will have a maximum dimension of 
1.6 meters making them fit neatly into the viewing window. 
 
The application is interactive by providing the ability to rotate rendered graphs, zoom in, 
zoom out, and move the eye up/down or left/right. The interactivity is implemented in the 
application by creating transforms for the various mouse behaviors. The graph is attached to a 
mouse rotation transform, mouse zoom and translate are attached to the viewing platform 
transform which controls the position of the eye. By further enhancing the interactivity all 
shape objects supports picking. Because of this feature a marker has been implemented to 
show which object that is picked. When a sphere object is picked a label is displayed that 
reveals specific usage data information about this shape. 
The application framework also applies usage data in three dimensions by scaling the node’s 
(sphere’s ) size according to the number of visits to this specific node. 
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7 Results 
 
The framework works neatly when dealing with 2D visualization. The frameworks 
implementation of visualizing XML data in 3D is of adequate result. The following examples 
show the usage of the GEM algorithm combined with Java3D and the resulting images using 
SVG and XML. 
 
The first example shows a huge, normal graph (three edge lattice) after different numbers of 
iteration. 
 
 

                                
 
Figure 13: Result after 5 (left) and 15 iterations (right). 
 

                                
 
Figure 14: Result after 30 iterations (left) and 153 iterations –stable layout (right).       
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The second example shows a medium, normal graph (c60 molecule) after different numbers 
of iteration. 
 
 

                                
 
Figure 15: Result after 1 iteration (left) and 5 iterations (right)  
 
 

                                
 
Figure 16: Result after 15 iterations (left) and 90 iterations - stable layout (right). 
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The third example shows a small, dense graph (eyebuzz.com – a forefront customer) after 
different numbers of iteration. 
 
 
 

                                
 
Figure 17: Result after 1 iteration (left) and 10 iterations (right). 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 18: Result after 130 iterations (stable layout). 
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The fourth example illustrates the marker being used in the application framework to illustrate 
objects being picked in the graph displaying web usage data. The data being displayed in this 
case is page name and number of visits. 
 

 
 

Figure 19: A sphere has been picked and the marker has evolved around it. 
 
Finally an example of the transcoded 2D graph being rendered from the transformation of 
XML into SVG is displayed. 
 

 
Figure 20: 2D Graph transcoded to JPEG 
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8 Discussion 
 
The choice of techniques, XML data that is transformed into SVG, was well received by the 
staff at Forefront. This technique, even though it has been modified, is currently a part in one 
of their products. The technique is pretty straightforward and very modular. By using the 
same raw XML data and then apply different XSLT style sheets the result changes. The 
transformation of XML into SVG is a dynamic solution to render 2D graphics. This feature 
encapsulates the presentation of additional web usage data found through the web mining 
process. This choice of techniques forms well with the design of a web application. The 
process of transforming an XML document into SVG which in turn is transcoded and returned 
to the client is fast and reliable. By using XML Schemas or DTD:s, validating XML, XSLT 
and SVG structures, the end result will be the same if all validations are fulfilled.  
 
By testing and verification of the implementation of this algorithm the convergence time 
turned out to be fast following verifications of Frick [et al.]32. The convergence time needed 
to reach a stable graph also showed variation depending on different examples. When 
working with for instance a c60 molecule the convergence time only differed slightly, whilst 
when working with a real web site structure the convergence time, here described by number 
of iterations, differed more. The GraphML documents tested represents small, dense graphs. 
The stable mode could be reached after 130 or sometimes 800 iterations, while the layout 
seemed to be almost the same. The reason to this phenomena remains unclear if it is based on 
the implementation or inherent to the algorithm. 
 
Gem uses randomization in several places of the algorithm. They are contributing to the fast 
convergence time of the algorithm. This also means that when creating a layout of a web site, 
the layout will look different after reaching its final state each time the response is being 
altered by the filter. Thus it could be more useful to use randomization in terms of initial 
placement and sequence update by predefining a random table, using the same random initial 
placement and the same random update sequence for the algorithm to deliver a result more 
comparable after reaching final state. 
 
The examples tested based on real web log data might be the usual structure of websites, quite 
small but dense graphs, where a part of the website, for instance a document, might be 
available on several different locations at the same site. One could easily compare this with 
how frames are used in web pages. By using a menu accessible from all pages the structure of 
the website gets more interlinked creating a denser graph. The question is if these connections 
concerning for instance menus on a page should even be considered in the web mining 
process. This visualization shows every possible way to navigate through this site, hence 
increasing the connectivity by far. On the other hand GEM delivers very pleasing results 
working with other common known graphs like a three edge lattice or a c60 molecule. The 
algorithm is fast and reliable when processing these kinds of graphs. So the alteration should 
concern changing of web mining algorithms to give a better visualization showing less visual 
cluttering. 
 

                                                 
32  Arne Frick [et al.], A Fast Adaptive Layout Algorithm for Undirected Graphs. 
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Opening angles used by GEM has to be chosen carefully. Otherwise, they might not be 
sensitive enough or cause overreactions. In fact, rotation detection with large opening angle 
and small sensitivity would almost always fire a temperature change. 
 
An important factor showing large impact both on convergence time and layout, are all 
parameters calculated at initialization. These values have been defined by using a trial-and-
error method. During implementation these were initially assigned values proposed by Frick 
[et al.]. Later in the process these were being modified to deliver a better result based on the 
implementation and system described in this paper. The figures shown in the result section all 
uses same values on these parameters, but when working with GraphML data the values can 
be changed to give a better visual presentation. The gravity parameter could be modified to be 
more influenced on the density of the graph instead of using a default value. 
 
A two dimensional presentation of the web structure could also have presented a better 
overview and more perceptible information, but since that did not fulfil any of the intentions 
with this thesis the subject has not been investigated. 

9 Conclusion and Future Work 
 
In this paper the concepts of visualizing web structure and web usage data in three dimensions 
were introduced. The system described in this paper uses GEM in creating the web structure, 
and Java3D to render the web structure and web usage data in three dimensions. The concepts 
of creating two dimensional graphs using SVG showing web usage data were also introduced.  
 
By using GEM the application inherits the possibility to visualize graphs of different sizes. 
GEM can easily handle large and complex graphs. As graphs get larger and larger, the 
drawing area becomes too small very quickly. Also, the human eye will have difficulty 
comprehending larger graphs as a whole, so graph partitioning schemes should be taken into 
consideration when working with large web structures. When dealing with dense graphs the 
result using GEM, thus the visual display of the results, becomes more complex increasing the 
visual cluttering. To improve this phenomena the modification should be done at data mining 
level. A possible approach would be to use a breadth-first algorithm in the web mining 
process. If a page is linked from many other pages, only the first link found with the breadth-
first search is kept and represented. This would improve the visual cluttering by using GEM 
to layout the web structure.  
 
Another key factor changing the web structure visualization could be more thorough 
optimization of parameters. The gravity constant could be modified to depend more on 
connectivity of the graph rather than using a default value. The desirable edge length 
parameter could be modified to depend more on the actual size of the vertices or average edge 
degree of the graph by using sensitivity constants for these two criterions.  
 
The idea of applying web usage data in three dimensions were adopted by scaling the nodes 
sizes, represented by spheres according to usage data, as for instance number of visits. By 
implementing picking in this application any usage data concerning a specific node can be 
presented making the visualization of usage data very modular. The interaction with the three 
dimensional visualization were implemented by providing the user the ability to rotate, zoom, 
and move the graph. An object being picked in the graph is also highlighted using a marker in 
three dimensional space.    
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One thing worth considering would be to use a randomized table for the random initial 
placement and for the random update sequence. This would probably increase the success of 
creating two equal web structure visualizations showing the same web site for a customer at 
different occasions using this service. Improving the sense of recognition could enhance the 
perception of the information. 
 
The visualization of web usage data through two dimensional dynamic graphs is also 
described in this paper. This feature should act as a compliment to the visualization of the web 
structure. By moving usage data out from the three dimensional visualization and into two 
dimensions the overall information presentation gets easier to interpret by a user. Two 
dimensional representations of data can sometimes be to prefer.  
 
The visualization of web usage data in three dimensions could be improved. For instance 
textures could be used for different kind of nodes in the graph, a PDF file could be 
represented by a texture of the PDF logo, a JSP page could be represented by a SUN logo, and 
so forth. Edges could be represented by arrows pointing in the main direction of traffic 
between two nodes. The visualization could also implement a scalable functionality where the 
users might choose the depth of the visualization, for instance only showing a chosen number 
of hierarchical levels.  
 
An interesting feature to implement would be the ability to track changes of the web structure 
over time. New or modified nodes could differ in shape and colour showing their precise 
location in the web structure. Hence the evolution of the web site could be followed by a web 
administrator or decision maker.   
 
If real time visualization of web traffic would be implemented this would enhance the usage 
of the work presented throughout this report, i.e. the ability to watch how a user traverses the 
graph in 3D in real time. One thing to reconsider is that rather than showing what web users 
have done, the system would then visualize what web users are doing. The visualization could 
focus on giving a sense of the trail of individual visitors within the web space and showing 
their navigation paths33. This can be described as footprints, bringing past activity into current 
time. Through a web administrator or decision makers perspective this could act as an 
improvement showing the trails of visitors by using colouring of nodes highlighting 
frequently traversed paths in the web structure. This application has originally been intended 
to provide web administrators and decision makers with a tool to analyze statistical data from 
their company’s site. 
 
On the other hand, if the application should be modified to be used as a navigation tool at a 
specific site, it could encompass the possibility for different visitors to study and watch how 
different users would navigate the site during the same time. In the context of social filtering 
and by surveillance of the visualization, choices based on how other people navigate through 
this site and how it inflicts an individuals decision concerning navigation could be measured. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
33 Geoff Ellis and Alan Dix, Quantum Web Fields and Molecular Meanderings.  
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